Customer Contribution Limits:
Customer responsible for 10% of the repair costs Up To $2,500, whichever is less.
Without (E.P.P.) the customer is always responsible for 100% of all repair or replacement costs, up to the Manufacturer Suggested List Price (MSLP) of the equipment,
plus the rental amounts due during the period that the equipment is being repaired or replaced (downtime costs).
The Equipment Protection Plan (E.P.P.) is NOT an insurance policy. The (E.P.P.) is an extended rental protection plan to account for possible damages that may occur
during the rental period. While the (E.P.P.) is completely optional, it is recommended to maximize your total protection while renting equipment.

Fee:
Customer shall pay a fee equal to 15% of the rental charges under the Rental Contract, plus applicable state and local taxes, in exchange for participation,
in the (E.P.P.) as set forth in this Addendum and section 14 of rental contract.

Tire Coverage:
For every tire puncture/flat tire event, the first $50 of this repair is covered under the (E.P.P.) All other is the responsibility of the customer if repair exceeds $50.
We do not provide roadside tire repair.

What is NOT Covered:
Damage due to intentional misuse/abuse of equipment
Damage from any operation consistent with building demolition, loading of demo debris
Damage to tubes, tires, tracks; Ammendement: First $50 tire puncture/flat covered
Damage to brakes (trailers, equipment etc.)
Damage from land clearing
Damage from tree removal, stump removal
Damage due to vandalism
Damage to glass
Damage from overturning equipment
Damage from overloading rated capacity
Damage from striking an overhead object while in motion
Damage from fluid contamination, examples filling DEF tank with diesel but not limited to
Damge from improperly securing any such load, or improper coupling of equipment to other equipment or to vehicles
Damage from cleanup costs (e.g. paint and concrete removal)
Damage to ground engaging parts (teeth, blades, bits, chisels, tooth)
Damage to mower decks from backing into obstructions/objects
Damage caused by any person other than the Lessee’s employees or authorized agents
Damage from unqualified or inexperienced operators.
Damage from Acts of God such as floods, hurricanes, wind, storms, earthquakes or fires
Costs associated with recovery/extrication of unit;
Mysterious disappearance, loss, or shortages disclosed on taking inventory
Claims history

On-Site Field Service Policy:
Field Service Calls Due to Damage are not covered – $175 / per trip + $90 / HR labor
We do not provide on-site or roadside tire repair.

Excluded Equipment:
Not all equipment rented is eligible for the (E.P.P.) Program.

